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SUMMARY OF MEAN SCORES ON STUDENT COURSE EVALUATIONS
Evaluation Form Questions
SCALE 1 to 6
This course is organized well.
Concepts are presented in a
manner that helps me learn.
My work is evaluated in ways
that are helpful to my learning.
The instructor seems interested
in teaching this course.
This instructor is available
during oﬃce hours.
This instructor communicates
well.
It is clear what this instructor
considers important.
Class presentations are
organized.
Important points are clarified
with good examples.
This instructor presents
materials clearly.
This instructor is eﬀective in
teaching the subject matter of
this course.
This instructor is conscientious
about his/her class attendance.
This instructor is an excellent
teacher.
Exams cover material on which
I expect to be tested.
The textbook is helpful for the
understanding of this course.*
Assignments contribute to my
learning.
I have acquired a basic
understanding of the subject
area of this course.
I have been encouraged to
think for myself.
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*Textbooks selected by the Undergraduate Committee of the Department of Mathematics.

Representative sample of student comments transcribed from evaluation forms:
CALCULUS AND MATRIX ALGEBRA FOR BUSINESS
• Ranthony has done a wonderful job teaching this calculus discussion. Not only did her
classes correlate with Charles’ to help us understand the material, she tried to make math
more enjoyable. She was also willing to meet me and help me outside her oﬃce hours
because I couldn’t meet with her then. She understands all the material and does a great
job of explaining it when students are confused. By far the best TA I have had at Iowa.
• You were a great TA Ranthony, I really appreciate all the help and how well you taught
the material we learning, keep doing you. Cheers!
• Ranthony was the only reason i survived half of this course. she is awesome and deserves
to be the professor.
• You are an amazing math teacher, you should have lead the lecture too because you are
the reason I will pass the class. I am sorry the discussion class is so awkward, I agree with
you that is was weirdly quiet. I am a junior and you are my favorite TA I have ever had!
Keep going on with teaching! Thank you!
• Ranthony was a very good substitute lecturer when Charlie was sick. Very good at
explaining things and clearly cares about the course.
• I was never apart of Ranthanys class however she did sub for Charles lecture a few times.
Each time she was well organized and explained the material really well for us. What I
really like is that she created a review guide before each midterm that all calc students
were able to use, it was very beneficial.
• Did an amazing job teaching those lectures that Frohman was unable to make. I believe it
was actually much clearer and more eﬀective than Frohman.
BASIC ALGEBRA
• This class is well organized, as well as, taught well. Although the pace may be a little
rapid at some points, this is a good course and Ranthony does well as what she does.
• She is awesome! I enjoyed her class and i hated when i left early. Thanks for everything!
• Wonderful teacher. Makes learning fun, she cares about you as a person. Very bright and
upbeat.
• This class has really benefitted me with my math skills and Mrs. Ranthony is an excellent
instructor. I have never been a fan of math but Mrs. Ranthony has helped me
tremendously throughout this course. I probably wouldn’t go to math lab as much if she
wasn’t so helpful.
• This was one of the best math classes I have been in and I was very pleased!

• Ranthony is a super fun, smart person and I loved having her as a teacher.
• Ranthony was a great instructor and I really enjoyed the class.
• Really liked my teacher! She did a great job of teaching the material and she was really
nice.
• Ranthony worked hard and her hard work showed in her teaching! She’s dedicated and
inspiring.
TRIGONOMETRY
• Ranthony is very well organized. The video lectures and video quizzes have been an
excellent way to help us learn. Her use of technology online and in the classroom
facilitates student learning. Exams and quizzes have been designed eﬀectively. The class
activities stimulated learning and I enjoyed her sharing about her talk in Chicago. Her
enthusiasm is eﬀervescent. Thank you Ranthony.
• Ranthony was extremely organized in teaching her course. She posted well put together
videos on ICON to aid our learning, and her in class presentations were also very well put
together. There were a few times that there were homework questions that felt like they
covered material that wasn’t presented to us, but Ranthony was very good about utilizing
oﬃce hours to go over any questions we didn’t understand.
• I liked the games and other Monday activities. They’re actually really helpful and make
the class interesting. You’re cheerful and helpful, which is good for a math course because
it could easily be so boring. It would be nice if you didn’t have to erase so much, but the
board pictures more than make up for it and are great study tools. You’re a fair grader
and always let us know what to expect. I like that there’s no really huge surprises.
• Always had the help and materials needed to be successful.
• This is a great course with a great teacher. She is helpful and concise, and you can
definitely tell she is passionate about math.
• My favorite class because of the fun environment and the awesome teacher.
• Ranthony always made a positive atmosphere in class and it was enjoyable to be a part of.
• You can tell that Ranthony actually cares about teaching this course as she goes above
and beyond with in class activities as opposed to just a standard lecture like how many
other TA’s teach their classes.
• Something’s were confusing but she provided excellent notes and slides.
• I think some more time couldv’e been given for homework but overall this was a well
taught class.

